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Christmastree - Teacozy 

 
Material: 

Fabric: size 4 x + 25 x 35 cm + 2 x + 30 x 35 cm  

Filling/Quiltbatting; same size as fabric 

Fabric for ornaments: 4 bands of fabric size  + 5 x 20 cm 

Thread and sewing machine 

Instruction: 

 

Cut out the pattern and put it on the fabric, cut the fabric with a border of 1,5 cm. 

Cut 4 x the christmastree out of doublesided fabric, so when you expand you have the treestructure. 
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Cut 2 x the inside (doublesided). You can adapt the size, so your teapot exactly fits. 

 

Iron sticky Vilene (especially for applications) to the back of the decoration fabricbands. 
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Cut out the round shapes. 24 in total. 

 

Iron the round shapes on the fabric, the special sticky Vilene will glue them on. 

 

Cut the quiltbatting to the right size. All fabricpieces will need batting. Also the inside pieces. 

 

Zigzag the round shapes on the fabric (incl. batting), so a little elevation arises. 
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Sew the 4 christmastree shapes together with the fine sides inward. 

 

Make little incisions in the bows, so you can turn it properly. 

 

If all sides are sewn together (not yet on the picture) you have (reversed) the christmastree. 
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Sew (as marked on the pattern) along the peaks of the tree. 

 

You have finished the outside part. 

 

Put the inside pattern pieces together with the batting on the outside. 
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Sew around together. 

 

Put the inside in the christmastree and pin the pieces together (with the edges folded inside). 

 

Make sure the angles fit together. 
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Sew the pieces together. 

 

The result! 

Have fun! 

 

 

Extra info: 

• You can leave out the decorations, or replace them with other shapes for example: “Candy-
canes”. 

• You can fill up the treepeaks before you sew along the edge. 
• You can adjust the size to you own teapot. Enlarge the outside pattern pieces with a Xerox-

machine. You can adjust the inside pattern pieces to your own teapot. 

 

 

N.B.: Only for personal use, not for commercial use 
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